
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He _____________________ without food and water for two or three days
without displaying any weakness, or to run for a day and a night without any
rest.

1.

(must/go)

Being short of breath, she _______________________ very much.2.
(past simple/not/talk)

_____________________________________ Mrs. Fry?3.
(she/would/never/emulate/?)

It is only within the last thirty years that anything whatever has been known
of prehistoric man; but now we __________________________ him with
probable accuracy.

4.

(present simple/reconstruct)

But many people _____________________________, and seem also
unwilling to accept anything that they cannot see, or comprehend with one of
their five senses.

5.

(present simple/not/understand)

She ______________________________ from the sound of his name.6.
(past perfect/not/escape)

Why, we ________________________ down at night and hear him
improvise!
7.

(shall/slip)

They are her own letters-those, be it understood, which she left behind, or
rather, which she ________________________ away with her.
8.

(past simple/not/carry)

The ordinary young man ______________________ above his birth, and
the extraordinary young man is one in a million.
9.

(present simple/not/rise)

One _____________________________ far in order to number how
many months he has spent in complete peace.
10.

(need/not/reckon)

Now, carpenter, _________________________________ aboard there?11.
(what/you/past simple/make out/?)
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When he _____________________ some charge of his affairs, I had
many opportunities to try him with precision.
12.

(past simple/resume)

_________________________________________ the things that call for
the efforts of a whole life, just as any other career does!
13.

(how/an old man/should/learn/?)

In a moment the lads ____________________ about.14. (past simple/look)

We ________________________________ it at present.15.
(should/not/publish)

It is a sort of happiness which the world could not give, and which, I
plainly see, it ____________________________ away.
16.

(present perfect/not/take)

But it was obvious he ___________________________ anyone about it.17.
(would/not/tell)

They bore no inscription, and if they had, he
___________________________________ it.
18.

(would/past/not/read)

I __________________ after a long interval.19. (past simple/ask)

It is a nice thing _____________________ well.20. (indefinite/draw)
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